Contributions of dipole-dipole interactions to the dynamics of solitons and specific heat on a one-dimensional (ID) discrete easy-plane Heisenberg ferromagnet in which the biquadratic exchange interactions are taken into account in addition to the Zeeman energy, the uniaxial anisotropy and the exchange energy are studied numerically. Results of a numerical simulation of the dynamics of a single soliton as well as collision between a soliton-antisoliton pair indicated that the energy-velocity curves for the solitons in the ferromagnetic chain present, the signature of five different branches corresponding to different types of nonlinear elementary excitations in the chain. Soliton contributions to the specific heat have been also analyzed with the equilibrium spin configurations determined by an importance sampling of the Monte Carlo method.
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INTRODUCTION
Many problems of mathematical physics, Condensed-matter physics, mechanics of solids or fluids, and biological structures lead to the consideration of nonlinear equations having variables which are all continuous, partially discrete, or all discrete. Soliton equations belong to a special class of these nonlinear equations [l] .
In addition, the discreteness makes the properties of the system periodic [2] , so that due to the interplay between the discreteness and nonlinearity, new types of nonlinear excitations, which are absent in continuum models may be possible in the system. This direction is rather new because until recently, the main interest was in systems with strong coupling limit between spins or atoms, where a continuum approximation is generally applied in the theoretical model, revealing soliton solutions [3] . However, the continuum approximation, and thereby following exact soliton solutions are in many cases highly idealized.
From fundamental physical interest, the idea of a discrete nature has considerably improved our understanding of the effect of discreteness on topological solitons [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and nontopological solitons [9] , classical thermodynamic properties [10] [11] [12] [13] , modulational instabilities [14] [15] [16] , wave-collapse phenomena [17, 18] , intrinsic localized vibrational states [19] [20] [21] , diffusion in discrete nonlinear dynamical systems [22] , self-induced gap solitons [23, 24] .
Discrete models are also of interest for practical applications, such as systems of coupled optical wave guides [14, 16, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , models for energy transport in biophysical systems proposed by Davydov [30] , discrete models of sheibe aggregations [31] , electrical arrays [32] [33] [34] , systems which model the dynamics of DNA [35] [36] [37] [38] , discrete reaction-diffusion models to study propagation failure in myocardial tissue [39, 40] , and for myelineated axons [41] , discrete soliton equations related to cellular automata [42] , discrete quantum motors [43] , and discrete easy-plane ferromagnetic chain [44] [45] [46] . In the later context, further investigations concerning the dipolar interaction contributions to the general properties of soliton's motion as well as its modified profile have been carried out in Ref. [47] using the long wavelength approximation.
In this case, dipolar interactions contribute to increase both the critical magnetic field, increasing the stability of the sine-Gordon soliton, and the soliton contribution to the specific heat [47] .
Assuming that the Heisenberg model for describing magnetic phenomena is inherently discrete, with lattice spacing being a fundamental physical parameter, Wysin, Bishop and Kumar (WBK) [45] studied the dynamics of a single soliton as well as collisions between a soliton-antisoliton pair by numerical simulations, accounting for both the magnetic field B e and the propagation velocity u of a soliton. WBK showed that solitons are multibranched. More precisely, the dynamics of a single soliton can be classified into three different branches, while that of collisions between a soliton-antisoliton pair consists of four major branches.
In the present paper, using the ideas and formal approach of WBK, we investigate the dipolar interaction contributions on the dynamics of solitons and specific heat of a discrete ferromagnetic chain.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, the model Hamiltonian is introduced and the set of coupled nonlinear differential-difference equations of spin dynamics is derived.
In section III, some numerical results on the creation of solitons in a classical easy-plane discrete ferromagnetic chain under weak dipolar interactions starting from an initial sG soliton are presented and their stability under collision verified. In section IV, soliton contributions to the specific heat are analyzed with equilibrium spin configurations determined by an importance sampling of the Monte Carlo method. Section V is devoted to the conclusion.
// THE MODEL
II.l Equations of Motion
The model we deal with in this section is a chain of classical spin interacting both by short-range nearest -neighbor ferromagnetic interactions and long-range dipolar interactions. It is also subject to an anisotropic field perpendicular to the chain direction and an in-plane applied magnetic field. Hence, the following Hamiltonian describes it where the quantities g and |I B are, the Lande g factor and the Bohr magneton, respectively.
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The third term is the single ion uniaxial anisotropy energy due to the crystalline field. It constrains the spin to lie in a plane perpendicular to the chain axis. A is the uniaxial crystalfield anisotropy parameter.
The fourth term represents the biquadratic isotropic exchange interaction, which should be considered for a high-spin system, with S > 1 [48] . The parameter a measures the strength of the biquadratic exchange, in the classical approximation. A discussion of this biquadratic exchange, including an extensive review of experimental results, which establish the importance of this term in a variety of compounds, is given by Adler [49] . The necessity of including such a term goes back to Schrodinger and the interpretation in terms of a super exchange mechanism was given by Anderson [50] . Another interpretation of the biquadratic exchange interaction in terms of three spins exchange interaction has been given by Kapor and Skrinjar [51] . For a ferromagnetic ground state, the parameter 0C has to satisfy, for S=l,
0<OC<1
and for a spin with S>1, the condition is -2 / (S(2S -3)) < a < 2(S +1) / S 2 [48] .
The last term of Hamiltonian (1) is the dipole -dipole interaction energy between the magnetic moments of the constituent atoms, where r iV -r -r, is the distance between two different magnetic sites i and i'. An important implication of this last term on the critical dynamics of uniaxial ferromagnet has been elucidated using the renormalization group method [52] . In contrast with the short-range exchange interaction, the dipolar interaction is long ranged and thus dominates the asymptotic critical behavior of the ferromagnet [53] . These interactions also introduce an anisotropy of the spin fluctuations longitudinal and transverse to the wave vector.
At sufficiently low temperatures, T«(AJ) , while neglecting quantum effects, i.e. Nd being the demagnetizing factor, V is the volume for a cubic sample. In rescaling the dimensionless length variables Z, as given in Eq (2.10), it appears the term /(l + 2aS 2 ). As shown by Ferrer [55] , this term is the consequence of the renormalization of the exchange energy, which is the only effect of the biquadratic exchange energy in the sine-Gordon limit.
Without the biquadratic exchange and dipole-dipole interactions, that is b d = 0, Mikeska has
shown that the dynamics of solitons in a ferromagnetic spin chain is described by the sG equation [56] . In other words, the ferromagnetic solitary excitations are composed of a 271 kink in (p and a pulse in 9 which has an amplitude proportional to the soliton speed. Later, 
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We can also calculate the soliton effective mass, m*, for b< b c ; for small velocities u, the stability analysis yields the energy E(u) of the moving soliton as (0) of Ref. [47] . Finally, for the other branches, the solitons are moving with a negative velocity (relative to sG). These regions correspond to an inverted parabola. The effective mass of the solitons is given by [45] 
where the negative expression of a Lagrangian is given by: 
/// NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we report our numerical results. In order to check the dynamics of a single soliton as well as collisions between a soliton -antisoliton pair, we solve numerically the set of coupled nonlinear differential-difference equations of motion (2.6) and (2.7) with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme so that the continuum approximation is not assumed in the 
III-l SINGLE SOLITON DYNAMICS
In order to study soliton properties in the discrete lattice in presence of dipolar interactions, we investigate numerically the discrete-lattice time evolution of soliton configurations. Approximate initial solutions of equations (2.6) and (2.7) are the sG solitons (p sG =4arctan(expyVb(Z-u sG T)) (3.1)
where y = II -U sG ) is the Lorentz contraction factor, U S G is the velocity. Under this assumption the degree of discreteness is controlled by the parameter ysb. The smaller y4b the better the continuum approximation. Let us introduce, as an example, the following set of parameters corresponding to the CSMF3 structure, namely [57] : J=23.6K, A=4.5K, S=l. Using the sG solitons (see Eqs (3.1) and (3.2)) as initial conditions, we have verified their stability on the discrete lattice. Let the magnetic field be B e = 1.35KG. The result of the numerical integration of the system of equations of motion (2.6) and (2.7) is shown in Fig. la and Fig.lb, respectively, where we observed that a soliton moving with a normalized constant speed U sG =0^C 0 , along the discrete chain and with constant profile, where C o = 2JSAll + 2aS la 0 is stable when dipolar interactions are absent (see i) In the curve A, which corresponds to the perturbed sG equation where the perturbing forces are due to the effect of dipolar interactions which have been considered, the average velocity begins by a negative value and then increases. Before we continue let us mention that in this case, the system needs a certain minimal velocity for the sG soliton before the effective velocity of the resulting wave begins to increase.
ii) In the presence of dipolar interactions, the average velocity u is always less than U S G • In curves B, C, D and E, the velocity u reaches a critical maximum u c and then begins to decrease with increasing U S G. This maximum decreases with increasing magnetic field (Fig.2b) . Fig.2a , which corresponds to the results obtained by WBK [45] in the case of no dipolar interactions, is also shown here for comparison. The field dependence of u c is consistent with the result of Nguenang et al. [47] as shown in Eq (2.13)
iii) In curves F and G of Fig.2b , the average velocity decreases gradually to U S G=O.7CO
respectively and then begins to increase. Such an increase comes from dipolar effect of the discrete model. field for which AE = E -E o . As the figure indicates, by comparing energies for discrete chain with no dipolar interactions (see Fig.4a ) and the case in which dipolar interactions are present (see Fig.4b ) we observe that the curve (a) decreases gradually, while the curve (b) decreases randomly indicating the fluctuating nature of the dipolar interactions. Figure 5 shows the field dependence of the maximum angle of excursion 9 max . Fig.5a corresponds to the case of no dipolar interactions, while Fig.5b illustrates the case with dipolar interactions. The curve (a) decreases with increasing magnetic field, while the curve (b) spread out over many extrema leading then to one more stable region than in the case of the curve (a ). Figure 6 displays the total energy against mean kink velocity u / C Q for different E 0 magnetic fields.
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The results obtained by WBK are shown in fig.6a while fig.6b corresponds to the discrete chain in which dipolar interactions are taken into account. Fig.6c and fig.6d are a zoom that we made from figs 6a and 3b, respectively. From these curves one can see that the soliton motion could be classified into five branches according to the size of the out-of-plane angle. Figure 6d shows a first branch (I) from point A to B for which the soliton energy increases with it's velocity. The energy-velocity relationship along this branch is qualitatively similar to the one given by the perturbed sG equation, therefore this branch is henceforth call the perturbed sG soliton branch. In the branches (II), (III) and (IV )first deviations from the perturbed sG soliton begin to be found and an increase in energy of the solitons results in a decrease of the modulus of their velocity. As pointed out by WBK [45] , this first deviation is due to discreteness effect of the spin chain. In the branch (V) (see Fig.6d ) the second deviation from the former is found which is attributed to the discrete dipolar effects. We notice that contrary to the case of Fig.6c the first deviation appears for dynamical soliton instead of a static soliton and there is a new deviation that appears only for high-field values which can be seen at point D" in fig.6d . The analytical treatment of this later phenomenon shall be considered in a future publication.
III-2 KINK-ANTIKINK COLLISION
This subsection presents the results of numerical calculations for classical kink-antikink collision processes in a ID discrete easy-plane Heisenberg ferromagnet. Results obtained for numerical simulations of a single soliton dynamics gave valuable qualitative description.
Quantitative description needs to simulate kink-antikink head-on collisions at different range of magnetic fields through the discrete equations of motion (2.6) and (2.7). The lattice size is N=200, and the parameters of the model have been chosen so that the kink and antikink width are large with respect to the lattice spacing (typically 10 to 20 lattice sites) to avoid discreteness effects. Using the same algorithm as for the case of single soliton dynamics, we also made a numerical analysis of a soliton-antisoliton head-on collision. Only the results of the cases concerned by the introduction of the dipolar interactions shall be presented. The solitonantisolton (S S) pair collision is initiated by starting with a sG S S pair that is allowed to evolve in time according to the equations of motion (2.6) and (2.7).
We examine the evolution of an initial condition (Pi =2TU-[4arctan(exp(YVb(i-n 1 -u sG t))+4arctan(exfX-YVb(n 2 -i+u sG t))] 
Region II
In this second region, the magnetic field fulfills the following condition:
5.64KG < B e < 8.64KG. Here, instead of a bound state formation as it is the case when the dipole-dipole interactions are absent [45] , the kink-antikink pair is reflected after the collision.
For illustration, we have chosen B e = 7KG and u sG / C o = 03 for the external magnetic field and the normalized velocity, respectively (see Figs.8 (a)-(d) ). So, due to periodic boundary conditions, after any collision at the middle of the chain for example, they come out with velocity of opposite sign and next, they face another collision at the end of the chain. An interesting effect appears for very small-normalized velocity U S Q / C Q < 0.1, where the kinkantikink pair is annihilated after the first collision. This is understandable as the result of the different soliton branches in the chain at very low applied magnetic field.
Region III
In this region, we have 8.64KG < B e < 12.42KG. Since the collision time is greater here than those of region I and II, the size of the chain ranges from 200 to 100. For illustration,
we have chosen B e = 9.5KG and the normalized input velocity u sG / C o = 0.3. In Figures   9(a) -(e), we observe that after the collision, there is neither crossing and nor reflection, the system behaves as if it is pinned. In reality, they just stay together and form a pair of kink and antikink. Strictly speaking, such a phenomenon can be observe when the dipolar interactions are absent only in region II for a certain value of the applied magnetic field and velocity [45] .
The resulting wave doesn't display internal oscillation during the simulation and there are only few radiation at the chain ends, we then deduce that, in this range of applied magnetic field, the inclusion of the dipole-dipole interactions in the model leads to a zero frequency translational mode formation.
Region IV
Here, we have 12.42KG < B e < 17.9KG. The size of the chain is reduced because the collision process is slower than in the case where dipolar interactions are not included. This is the second region in which we observe the reflection phenomenon after any collision for the in- shape to behave as a pulse with a flexure slightly oscillating. We deduced that it is a shock wave that comes from a partial restoration process that is induced in the system by the dipoledipole interactions. In other words, including this long range magnetic interactions lead us to the fact that, initially from a kink-antikink profile, it follows that the kink and antikink are annihilated through an interpenetrating process. Next, due to a partial restoration process, there appear a pulse shock wave that would continue the collision process without changing. But, the out-of-plane spin component just slightly changes its shape and the initial profile is rapidly reconstructed with greater amplitude.
IV NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE SOLITON CONTRIBUTION TO THE SPECIFIC HEAT
For this purpose, we employ the standard importance sampling Monte -Carlo method 
V CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have analyzed the non-linear dynamics of the soliton structure taking the model of CSN1F3 material as a particular example in which the dipole-dipole interactions are taken into account. The different simulations of the soliton's propagation point out that, in the presence of dipolar interactions, when the degree of discreteness is high, the single sG soliton is more likely to fail to provide an appropriate description of the soliton dynamics. We also note from these simulations that, when the degree of discreteness is not to high, the dipolar interactions which are added in the system permitted us to observe that the range of stability is raised through the critical field and the critical velocity, this can also be observed in the shape of the maximum value of the out plane spin component vs the magnetic field. Thanks to the numerical experiment, the energy against velocity profile present five region, one of that is new and latter the collision simulation confirms it. The new region here leads to the generation of shock wave, which are stable under collision processes. These dipolar interactions are also responsible of fluctuations in some typical parameter as the total energy of the system and it is then reflected on the soliton contribution to the specific heat. From the results presented above, it comes that the investigation of the dynamics of kink and their collisions comprises and interesting task for physics and may result in a broadening of ordinary understanding of several type of soliton interaction in quasi-one dimensional system, which are represented by the domain walls of a ferromagnet with uniaxial anisotropy and dipolar interactions.
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Dr where L 2 = r-+ (1-6sech (s)) ds is an hermitic operator. Here we have neglected the effect of the dipolar field on the diffusion potential. As in Ref [64] , to solve equation (6.6) we need first to derive the complete orthonormal eigenfunctions V|/ n (s) of L 2 \|/ n = 8 n \|/ n (6.7) as V3 ? s 0 =-3, and \|/ 0 (s) = -sech (s) (6.8) f3 0, and \|/ 1 (s) = J-sech(s)th(s) (6.9) ex P (lks ) e k =l + k 2 ,and \|/ k (s) = ex P (lks ) (l + k 2 + 3ikth(s)-3th 2 (s)) (6.10)
Now we can use this complete eigenfunctions to obtain the expression of 0 O in equation (6.6) through a direct approach to the study of soliton perturbation that have been recently used by Jiaren and Tang [65] 
